
Handbook – Postcards 04 - The 1½d Postal and Reply Cards  
Postal Cards: PC13, PC16, PC18, PC23 & PC32   Reply Cards PC14, PC15, PC25 & PC34 

On 1 Oct 1891 New South Wales formally became a member of the UPU and this required changes to the postal 
cards sent to overseas destinations. The UPU at its Vienna Congress in 1891 required all member nations to 
produce 1½d postal and reply cards. A comprehensive account of the adoption of the 1½d cards internationally is 
given in Gough (2019, see Chpt 6, v.2). A major problem was many UPU members did not favour their introduction 
mainly on the grounds that there was insufficient demand to merit the production costs of the international reply 
cards.   
 
The existing 2d and 3d NSW international post cards were withdrawn from use on 30 Sept. 1891 and replaced by 
cards at the new 1½d overseas rate. Initially there was discussion of overprinted existing cards to indicate the new 
rate but the decision was then made to print entirely new cards. The changes were described in the Gazette for 23 
Oct 1891. The 1½d single and 1½d reply cards were printed during October 1891 and first issued in early November 
1891.  An initial problem was that there was no existing design for a 1½d stamp and the outcome was to modify 
the design of the 1d postage stamp used for the Centennial postal cards. The new stamp design was restricted to 
postal stationery items, there was no accompanying 1½d adhesive postage stamp.  The design remained in use for 
overseas postal cards until 1913 when NSW postal stationery was replaced by Australian Commonwealth issues. 
However, during the period from 1891 to 1913 there were a series of changes to the design of the 1½d cards many 
of which related to the stamp itself and others to the overall format. It is possible to recognise five major Types of 
impressed stamps for the 1½d postal cards and for the associated 1½d + 1½ reply cards.   
 
 
The 1½d  Stamp Design 
The 1½d stamp was based on modifications to the 1d Centennial postage stamp issued in 1888. Over the period of 
use of the 1½d post cards there were changes which correspond to cards Types 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Type 5 is a  re-
engraved die similar to the stamp design used for Type 4. These five Types are illustrated in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1 The five Types of impressed stamp. 

 
Type 1.  The major change to the 1d Centennial stamp to produce the Type 1 design was that the central Sydney 
View design was replaced by the value `1½d’ in large figures with a capital `D’. Used for PC13, PC14 and PC16a. 

 the central design was enclosed by three thin circles; 

 the lower value tablet was left blank 
 
Type 2.  The second printing of the cards was in November 1894. Used for PC15. This was for 7,200 cards with a 
further 960 printed in 1896. The changes to the stamp were: 

 the central design was bounded by two thin circles; 

 the lower value tablet was left blank. 
 
Type 3.  The first printing of Type 3 was in March 1895. Used for PC 16,  

 the central design was enclosed in two circles; 

 the value was inserted in the lower tablet; 

 The 1½d numerical value was `shaded:  

 The size of the `1 ½d’ and the `D’ replaced by `d’; 
. 



Type 4.  Type 4 was printed in October/November 1898 and issued on 19 November 1898. It was the first postcard 
produced using electroplates which replaced the earlier lithographic printing process. Used for PC18 

 `One Hundred Years’ replaced with `emblematic’ waratah leaves; 

 the central design was enclosed in two circles. 
 
Type 5  The stamp die was re-engraved. First used in 1898, and  used for  1½d cards PC25, PC32 and PC 34. 

 single solid ring around the central design. 
 
The Issued Cards 
The design of the initial card (PC13) was based on the format used for the 1d Centennial card first issued in 1890, 
listed in this account as PC9. The size, approximately 163 x 90 mm, was the same and the state emblem of the 
Waratah was included to the left of the card.  To meet UPU regulations for overseas cards three lines of text were 
added at the top of the card and the instructions also added in French.  As described below there were errors in 
the wording.  The account below updates the earlier catalogue listings of the 1½d cards given in Higgins and Gage 
and in Ascher and extends the latter information in Bell (2008, 2009 and 2011). The 1½d postal and reply cards are 
illustrated below.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 2. PC 13. 1891 printed October, issued 1 Nov. 1891. 1½ postal card printed, stamp Type 1. 163 x 90mm. 
Errors in heading – hyphen between “Nouvelle” and “Galles”, and circumflex incorrectly over C of “ĈOTE”, with 
Waratah to left. Specimen B19. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. PC14. 1891 printed October,, issued 1 Nov.1891. 1½d + 1½d, reply postal card, stamp Type 
1, 127 x 83mm.  Error in heading – hyphen between “Nouvelle” and “Galles”. Circumflex   corrected 
to “CÔTE” instead of “ĈOTE”.  Specimen B19. 



 
 

 
 

Figure 4. PC 15. 1894. 1½ postal card, stamp Type 2. 128 x 83mm. Error in heading – hyphen 
between “Nouvelle” and “Galles”, circumflex corrected. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 5a. PC16. Early1895. 1½d postal card, stamp Type 3, Some cards trimmed to smaller size. Corrected headings. 
Specimen B.11. 

 

 

 
Figure 5a. PC16a 1896, May. 1½d Type 1. Corrected heading. PC16a is considered to be a trial printing of the revised 

heading.  A small quantity of these were released to the public in 1896. Five examples are known. 
 



 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 6.  PC18. 1897 February 27. 1½d postal card, stamp Type 4. 140 x 90mm. Specimen B11. 
 

 
 

Figure 7 PC 23.  1898 1½d postal cards, stamp Type 5. 140 x 90mm. Heavy circumflex over `o’ in cote.   Also used for 
scenic cards, for detail see separate section on `Scenic Cards’. 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 8. PC25. 1903(?). 1½d + 1½d reply postal card, stamp Type 5. 128 x 93mm. 
 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 9. PC32. 1907. 1½d postal card, stamp Type 4. 140 x 90mm. Divided face. Blue and also indigo. Specimen B25. 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. PC34. 1907? 1½d + 1½d reply postal card, stamp Type 5. Divided face. Specimen B23. A very 
rare card – 3 examples recorded. 

 
Postal Rates 
At the time of issue of the postal and reply cards in November 1891 the UPU rate for international postage was 
1½d. This included the earlier `maritime surcharge’ which has been removed for the letter rate.  The 1½d rate 
remained in use in NSW until 1 May 1911 when Imperial Penny Post was introduced at 1d for letters sent 
throughout the British Empire. After that date the only exception was that the 1½d rate continued for postage of 
cards to non-UPU member nations. This greatly decreased the use of the 1½d cards. It is worthy of note that Great 
Britain from 1 June 1891 removed the maritime surcharge for post cards sent to most British Empire destinations, 
including that the Australian Colonies, to 1d. 
 
The situation with reply cards was confused and a detailed account of the problems between UPU members are 
given in Gough (2019, see v.2, pp.752-758, v.2). The UPU held a `Special Convention on Paid Postal Cards in April 
1879. This was unsuccessful and some nations still charged postage due on international reply cards treating them 
as letters.  Following the UPU Vienna Convention of 1891 an effort was made to require all UPU members to issue 
international reply cards and to accept such cards from all other members, this was due to come into effect on July 
1892, ie. shortly after the issue of such cards by NSW. This was still not accepted by all nations and exceptions are 
given in Gough (2019) and Gustafson (2015). 
 
The NSW Government Gazette, dated 16 July 1893 reviews the regulations for all forms of mail. This confirms that 
`Single Post-Cards (bearing an impressed 1½d stamp) or reply post cards (with a 1½d stamp impressed on each 



half), may be transmitted to other parts of the world’.  However, there is a footnote that reads `Post Cards may not 
be transmitted to any part of South Africa except Cape Colony, Mashonaland and Natal. To Cape Colony and 
Mashonaland they may only be forwarded via the United Kingdom, to Mashonaland the postage is 2½d for each 
card’.    
 
A comprehensive account of the problem of postage to and from the various Southern Africa postal authorities is 
given in Gough (2019, v.2, pp. 684-699, v.2). Essentially most were not UPU members and incoming mail was 
mainly via the United Kingdom. These problems were not fully resolved until the Union of South Africa became a 
UPU member on 1 June 1910. 
 
The Gazette also notes that `the sender of a post-card with reply paid may indicate his name and address on the 
front of the “reply” half, either in writing or by gummed label’.  It also comments that, `For information as to the 
conditions under which printed cards may be impressed, application should be made to the Deputy Postmaster 
General’.  
 
Although not mentioned in the Gazette of 1893 1d inland rate postcards were accepted for overseas mail if an 
additional ½d postage stamp was added. Given that 1d cards were widely used this goes further to explain the 
relatively limited use of the 1½d postal cards.  
 
Numbers Printed and Issued 
Detailed information is available from the archival records of the Government Printer for the 1½d cards for the 
period to the end of January 1896 and these were extensively used in the research undertaken by Bell although the 
records do not specifically give information on the type of impressed stamp or the format of the 1½d cards printed.  
When additional cards were required the Post Office informed the Government printer and cards from stock were 
forwarded for distribution by the GPO. The printing records also give data for cards overprinted specimen. After 
January 1896 date, the only records are those from the Postmaster-General reports. These are limited to data for 
the numbers of cards issued and in some cases numbers posted.  
 
A summary of the numbers of 1½d postal cards and 1½d + 1½d reply printed from October 1891 to January 1896 
are given in Table 1 and the numbers issued in Table 2. The postal cards were more widely used than the reply 
cards.  
 

 1½d Postal Cards 1½d + 1½d Reply Cards 

Early Oct. 1895 24000 3750 

July 1896  3200 

Nov. 1894 7200  

January 1896 960  

Total 32,160 6.950 
 

Table 1.  Summary of Cards Printed October 1891 to January 1896 

 

 1½d Postal Cards 1½d + 1½d Reply Cards 

Oct, 1891 4480 560 

1892 9621 2000 

1893 4600 0 

1894 5980 564 

1895 6700 200 

Jan, 1896 400 0 

Total 31,781 3,124 
 

Table 2.  Annual Summary of cards issued to the Post Office October 1891 to January 1896 

 
  
    
 
           



Data for period after Jan 1896 are sparse and limited to Postmaster General’s data for the annual number of 1½d 
postal and reply cards issued for the years 1891 to 1900 and for 1906, see Table 3. 

 

 1891 1892 1893 1894 1895 1896 1897 1898 1899 1900 1906 

1½d postal cards      3120 9120 4880 5840 5760 6800 7280 7040 4960 5680 1200 

1½d reply cards          320 1280 280 560 240 320 160 280 240 80 - 

Table 3.   Postmaster-General Annual Number of 1½ d postal and reply cards issued 

Bell (2008 & 2009) provides estimates for printings of 1½d postal cards (PC16) in March 1896 to be approximately 
20,000, those for 1898 (PC23) as 25,000 and tentatively 9,500 for postal card PC32. The numbers of issued reply 
cards is likely to have remained in the general range of 200-400 per year. The corresponding numbers for a Post 
Office survey indicated that 10,000 1d reply cards were posted in 1894.  Only a small number of used 1½d + 1½ 
cards have been seen. Used reply halves of any of the 1½d reply cards are rare. At the time of issue there was an 
interest among postal stationery collectors, especially in Germany, of obtaining such cards but the emphasis 
appears to have focussed upon mint copies which adds to the rarity of used return halves.  
 
The format of the cards 
The changes to the format include: 

 Differences in the Coat of Arms; 

 the size of the cards and the Waratah design to the left of the card; 

 the instructions in French, errors with hyphens and circumflex over the C in `coté:  

 the introduction of the Commonwealth divided address panel. 
 
Differences in the Coat of Arms 
Two distinct forms of the Coat of Arms were used for the 1½ postal and reply cards. The earlier style has a size of 
20 x 11mm and was used for all issues prior to 1903. It was replaced by a more elongate Coat of Arms measuring 
25 x 10mm.   
 
Size of card 
The dimensions of the cards given in the catalogue listing are simplified and it is not uncommon for the size of both 
length and height to vary between 2-3mm, this was because the cards were printed in sheets prior to guillotining.  
However, some of the early issues of 1½d postal cards exceeded the size prescribed by the UPU. The maximum size 
for post cards was set at the UPU Paris Convention as 140 x 90mm. This did not apply to the internal use of postal 
cards and New South Wales postal cards exceeding this size were accepted by all other Australasian Colonial postal 
administrations. The interchange of postal cards between all of the Australasian Colonies came into operation on 1 
January 1887.  
 
Hull (1911, p.370) notes that in August 1892 15,000 of the 1½d postal cards (PC13) were cropped and the size 
reduced to about 157 x 87mm. The cropping is confirmed by Schumann (2018) who illustrates an outward half of a 
1½d reply card (PC 14) postmarked Sydney, 27 Oct. 1892 to Wellington, New Zealand. The message reads: 

 
`The 1½d and 1½ reply cards have been trimmed by 17 mill. by clipping a little from each end to conform 
to Postal Union Regulations. They are to be used provisionally; a new card is being in preparation of 
altered design (Kindness P.M.)  
Do you need any?’  [Signed]  X,X. Manning.  
 

The initials on the card are illegible but are most likely those of `Arthur Wilcox Manning’ who at one time in his 
career had been The NSW Inspector of Stamps before becoming Under Colonial Secretary in Queensland. Following 
a serious physical assault in his office he retired back to Sydney in 1877, it would appear that he maintained his 
earlier interest in stamps, he died in late 1899. The cropping of 15,000 cards equates to the total number of 1d 
postal cards held in stock by the Government Printer at that time and is the equivalent to the number of 1½d 
postal cards issued over a period of several years. 
 
It is unclear if the decision to trim the cards to meet the UPU maximum size (140 x 90mm. ) fr cards sent to UPU 
members was the result of any form of official external complaint or whether it was a decision made by the NSW 
postal authorities. In practice the trimmed size was also slightly in excess of the 140mm maximum, see details 



below. To date no examples of the untrimmed or trimmed cards being subject to excess charge by the receiving 
postal authorities is known.  
 
 An analysis of some 20 1½d PC13 postal cards mostly sent to Great Britain and Germany between November 1891 
and September 1897 yields the following results. The majority of the trimmed cards have a size of 146-49 x 88-90 
and the reduction in length is close to the 17mm suggested by Manning. The trimming was restricted to the left 
and right-hand sides of the card and care was taken not to deface in any way the impressed stamp to the right or 
the design of the waratah to the left. This may have been because further reduction would have removed part of 
the printed design of the cards. The earliest date for these cropped cards is 19 September 1892 which accord to 
the comments of Hull and Manning. There only exception is a card reduced to 154 x 89mm and dated 21 December 
1891. This card was only trimmed at the left-hand side. The interest is that the size corresponds closely to that 
mentioned by Hull although the dates precedes the date that he gives for the cropping of the cards. 
 
The untrimmed PC13 cards are mainly dated between 23 November 1891 and 10 July 1892 again in general accord 
with Hull and Manning. The only exception was postmarked in Sydney on 10 July 1896 to Germany but was 
accepted without any form of surcharge.   
 
Postal card PC13 was replaced in 1895 by a new issue (PC16) with corrections to the hyphen between `New South 
Wales’ and `Nouvelle Galles’ and the ĉ in `cote’. The printing records have a manuscript note that this style of card, 
with ` Penny Halfpenny’ in the value tablet, was first printed in November 1894 and issued on `30-5-95. However, 
the earliest dated example is postmarked 9 February 1895 with several others prior to 10 July 1895. Most are 
trimmed at both the left and right sides, the sizes range from 147-153 x 88mm although one card was also trimmed 
at the bottom to give a value of 83mm. 
 
There are five known examples of the card PC16a (with a corrected heading as for PC16, but with a Type 1 1½d 
stamp as for PC13). The used examples have been cropped to conform to UPU regulations, and all were used in the 
period March – April 1896, well after card PC16 was issued. This card was first reported by Stieg (1969). After 
further examples were found, Blinman (2013) suggested that the most likely explanation for the cards existence 
was that it was a trial printing of the new heading, which was inadvertently issued to a small number of post offices 
in 1896.    
 
It appears strange that the size of the PC16 and PC16a cards still did not match the UPU requirements. In 1897 
New South Wales issued a 1½d postal cards (PC 18) that omitted the large waratah to the left of the card with a 
new stamp design (Type 4) that included waratah leaves around the central part of design. Finally, these met the 
UPU size requirements. The size in the catalogue is given as 140 x 90mm although there were small variations 
within the range 138-140 x 87-99mm. The earliest date seen is 7 February 1897. Later issues of the 1½d postal 
cards (PC23, PC32, and PC34) retained the 140 x 90mm size with only small differences in size.  
 
The trimmed 1½d postal cards are thought to be a feature unique to New South Wales, the corresponding cards for 
the other Australian Colonies met the UPU size requirements.   
 
Instructions in French and associated errors 
The cards illustrated in Figures 2 to 8 have headings of `Union Postale Universelle’ together with instructions in 
English and French. For Figures 9 and 10 (PC32 and PC34) this is replaced by `Commonwealth of Australia/New 
South Wales’.  
There are two errors related to the French text. These are: 

 the incorrect placing of the circumflex over the `C’ in `ĈOTE’, card PC13  

 an incorrect hyphen in `Nouvelle-Galles’, cards PC13 and PC14. 
 
These errors were acknowledged by the Deputy Postmaster-General in April 1893 and the Government Printer was 
asked to remedy the text. The reply was that there are still `… about 9,000 of the cards on hand. Alterations will be 
made when stock in hand is exhausted’.  In practice the stock lasted until corrections were made to postal cards in 
June 1985 (PC16). For the postal card PC23 printed in 1898 the circumflex over the `Ĉ ‘ is in much heavier type.  
 
 
 



The Commonwealth Cards- Divided Address Panel 
The Federation of the Australian Colonies was proclaimed in 1901 but the issue of cards with `Commonwealth of 
Australia’ in the format commenced at a later date. The precise dates for the first issues of this kind, postal card 
PC32 and reply cards PC34, are not known but it is likely that they were introduced at about the same time in late 
1906 or early 1907. These cards are discussed in detail in Bell (2009) with additional comments in Bell (2010). Both 
cards have divided address panels and the overall format of the two cards is similar with the same style of stamp 
impression, Type 5 with a solid ring around the value. The first postal authority to use issue divided address panels 
was Great Britain in January 1902, and Australia formally agreed to accept such cards in Feb. 1905. This permitted a 
message to be on the address panel as well as on the reverse of the card. Detailed accounts of the introduction of 
divided back cards elsewhere are given in Gough (2019). These changes had major effects on the rapidly expanding 
demand for picture postcards. Confusingly such cards are described by picture post card collectors as `divided 
backs’.  
 
The only information on numbers issued and usage is given in Table 3. Used 1½d reply cards are particularly rare 
and only a single copy dated in 1912 has been seen. The postal card (PC32) was also used in a slightly modified 
form for the Fleet Cards, issued in 1908 and separately described in this handbook. In 1913 all NSW postal 
stationery items were replaced by Commonwealth issues produced by the Australian Government Printer. It is 
possible that the 1½d reply cards were withdrawn before this date and the NSW Postmaster General data 
reproduced in Table 3 above has no entry for 1910. Additional dated copies of the NSW 1½d Commonwealth cards 
may lead to modifications to their date of issue. 
             
The numbers issued indicate that sales increased to reach a peak in 1897 followed by a slow decline in use. It is 
pertinent to note that from June 1905 the postcard rate to the UK was reduced to 1d and this would have 
considerably reduced the sale of cards at the earlier rate of 1½d.  It is likely that sale of old stock held in individual 
post offices would have continued on sale until exhausted and replaced by the next Type of card. There is archival 
evidence that some of 1½ cards held by the Post Office were destroyed after the Commonwealth postal stationery 
was introduced in 1913. Whatever the reasons examples of the Commonwealth 1½d cards with divided backs are 
relatively uncommon. 
 
Specimens 
Prior to the end of January 1896, the overprinting of `specimen’ on postal stationery and postage stamps are listed 
in the monthly Government Printer records, although the style of specimen overprint is not recorded. The 
specimens listed are given in Table 4. 
 

 1½d Postal Cards     1½d + 1½ Reply Cards Specimen Type    

March 1892 500 500 Likely B19 on PC13s 

October 1892 278 278 Likely B19 on PC14s 

December 1892 283 280 ? 
 

Table 4.  Specimen Overprints on 1½d 1891 to January 1896. 

 
The UPU required examples of issued stamps and postal stationery to be sent to their headquarters in Switzerland 
for later distribution to UPU member nations. As the Australian States became full UPU members on 1 October 
1891 it is likely that these early specimen overprints were associated with their membership. Bendon (2015, p.288) 
lists the number of each item to be sent, the number required after 30 May 1892 was 730, this replaced the earlier 
number of 345.  The usual practice was to print slightly more specimens than required for the UPU with the 
additional copies kept in the State archives. So tentatively the combined totals of 500 and 278 fit these 
requirements, it is unclear why an additional 278 were printed. For NSW all postal stationery items marked 
`specimen’ were printed by the Government Printer and not added by hand using a rubber or similar form of 
handstamp, this contrasts to the approach taken by several of the other Australian States.  
 
There are no printing records available for later issues of 1½d cards or other items of NSW postal stationery items. 
The specimen overprints produced by the Australian States for both postal stationery and postage stamps are 
complex. There are several reasons for this, one of which is that NSW, and often the other States, sent unmarked 
mint examples of their issues to the UPU. This was unusual but the UPU never made the sending of items 
overprinted `specimen’ mandatory.  Another problem is that NSW and the other States also issued material 



overprinted specimen for both presentation purposes and on occasion items for sale to collectors. The background 
to the problems with specimen postal stationery from the Australian States is discussed in Smith (2016).  
 
An alternative approach is to study the items sent by the UPU to each of the UPU member countries to see what 
markings were used. This approach has been used by Bendon (2015) for postage stamps, but few attempts have 
been made in respect of postal stationery items. Bendon attempted to do this for the collection of items sent by 
the UPU to the British Post Office and currently held in the British Library. However, it became apparent that the 
holdings were incomplete, likely due to the later removal of items for the original sendings from the UPU. 
However, the cards held in the British Library included postal card PC13 and reply card PC14 which have B19 
specimen cancels. A more detail account is given in Smith (2016, especially Table 1, p. 41). Complete sets of postal 
stationery items for individual receiving countries are difficult to locate and many have items missing. These are a 
possible future source of additional information.  
 
The approach is this handbook and the accompanying catalogue is to list and illustrate all known postal stationery 
items overprinted specimen regardless of their purpose.   It is however, likely that many of the specimen 1½d 
postal and reply cards listed were for UPU purposes. Throughout this handbook the classification of specimen 
overprints uses the classification given by Bell (2007). 
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